by 77(o(x) = 77(x, /0), is a homeomorphism of M onto M. A homeomorphism / from M onto M is realizable by an isotopy if there is an isotopy H of M onto M such that 77(x, 0)=x and H(x, l)=/(x) for all xeM.
A finite or infinite sequence is a null sequence if the diameters of its elements converge to zero.
If F is a bounded subset of E2 and C is a circle which encloses both D and its boundary, then the outer boundary of D is the boundary of the set of all points x such that x can be joined to some point of C by an arc which contains no point of D or of its boundary. By a theorem of R. L. Moore [8, Theorem 4, p. 259] if D is a bounded complementary domain of a continuous curve, then the outer boundary of F is a simple closed curve.
A pinched annulus is any set homeomorphic to the set F defined as follows : Let Dx and D2 be planar disks such that Z>2<= Dx and Bd (7)2) n Bd (Dx) is a single point. Then F=C1 (Dx-D2).
A separating point of a set M is a point/» e M such that M-{p} is not connected.
An arc F is a spanning arc of a disk D if (a) B is contained in D, (b) the endpoints of B are contained in Bd (D), and (c) except for its endpoints, F misses Bd (D). An arc F is a spanning arc of an annulus A if (a) B is contained in A, (b) B intersects both boundary components of A, and (c) except for its endpoints, F misses
Bd (A). §111
1. Purpose. In this section we shall prove the extension theorem for the case in which S contains no separating points.
We shall make use of the following : Theorem 1 (R. L. Moore [9, p. 212] ). Suppose X is a nondegenerate continuous curve in E2. Then the boundary of every domain of E2-X is a simple closed curve if and only if X contains no separating points. 2. Subdividing continuous curves which contain no separating points. Let S denote a nondegenerate planar continuous curve without separating points. Let 7 denote the boundary of the unbounded complementary domain of S. By Theorem 1, 7 is a simple closed curve.
In proving the extension theorem it will be necessary to break up the interior (bounded complementary domain) of 7 into small pieces so that the boundaries of these pieces lie in S. This is the purpose of Theorem 2 and Theorem 5. Cl(In(7)) = D+Rx + R2+---, where Rx, R2,... is a (finite or infinite) null sequence of disks, with disjoint interiors, such that, for each i, D n F( = 0 and Bd (Rt) is a subset of S.
All that remains is to join Bd (Rx) and J by two mutually exclusive arcs in S. The existence of these arcs follows from Lemma 3.
Case 2. dist (p, J) ^ e. Let m be a point of / such that dist (p, m) ¿ e. For any number «, let D(n) be the circular disk, centered at m, with radius equal to «. Note that Fis a subset of D(e + e [2) .
If Cl (In (7)) has diameter greater than 4e, there is a point r of J such that r is contained in F2 -D(2e). Then :
S n [D(e+leß)-D(e+5eß)] separates m and r in Cl (In (7)).
(See Diagram 2.) D{2¿) Diagram 2 Hence there is an arc L', in S n (F2-Z>(e+9e/16)) n ïnt (A£ + 15e/16)), which runs from Ax to A2 (where Ax and ^42 are the two arcs into which m and r divide 7) and such that Ax + A2+L' forms a 0-curve (with L'cCl (In (7))).
Let F0 and Fx be the two disks bounded by the 0-curve. Assume meF0 and r e Fx. Suppose the diameter of F0 is greater than 4e. Then we subdivide F0, exactly as we subdivided Cl (In (7)), into two disks Fq1' and F£1}. If the diameter of Fo1' is still too large we subdivide again. The subdivision process must terminate at a finite stage because 7 can contain only a finite number of spanning arcs of
Thus, we may write Cl (In (J))=F0 + FX+-• • +F", where diam (F0)^4e.
Suppose the diameter of Fx is greater than 4e and F intersects Fx. Then, since K is contained in D(e + e/2), there is a point m' of J such that m' e Bd (Fx) and m' e 7>(e + e/2)-Hence we may repeat the above process, subdividing Fx into disks F0, FÍ,..., F'" with diam (F0) ^ 4e. But this process must terminate at a finite stage because 7 can contain only a finite number of spanning arcs of D(e + 9e/16)-7J)(e + e/2).
The proof of Lemma 4 is complete.
Theorem 5. Let J be any simple closed curve in S, and e any positive number. Suppose every complementary domain of S contained in In (J) has diameter less than e/4. Then Cl (In (J)) = Rx + R2-{-hAn, where Rx,...,Rn are disks, with disjoint interiors, such that (1) 2"=i Bd (Ai) is a connected l-complex in S, (2) for each i, lúi^n, diam (A,)^4e.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.
3. The flipping theorem. In 2 we divided Cl (In(/)) into subdisks with boundaries in S. In 3 we move points of S from one subdisk to another.
Theorem 6 (Claytor [3, p. 812] ). If X is a continuous curve in A2, and T is a simple closed curve in X, then there are only a finite number of components of X-T each having diameter greater than a given fixed number.
Throughout 3 we shall use the following notation unless stated otherwise. S, as usual, denotes a planar continuous curve without separating points. / is a simple closed curve in S. Y is an arc of S which is a spanning arc of Cl (In (J)) (thus Y+J is a 0-curve). Dx and D2 are the two domains into which Y divides In (/). Finally, g is a homeomorphism which takes the part of S contained in Cl (In (,/)) into Cl (In (J)), and g=id on J+ Y. We shall use the following definitions based on Claytor [3] . Suppose A and A are distinct components of S n (Dx + D2), and (E+F) n (J+ r)<= Y. Then A and Lemma 12. Let A be a subarc of Y. Let n(Ex),..., n(Ep) be nests in S n (Dx + D2) having A as a nest arc. Let M be a disk in Cl (In (7)) such that Bd (M) n S is the endpoints of A, and M contains the nests n(Et), l^i^p. Then there is a homeomorphism H: E3 -»-F3 such that: Proof. We shall induce on the number p of nests «(F,). If there is only one nest n(Ex), and Ex<= D( and g(F.)c A, let 77= id. If there is one nest n(Ex), and EX<=D{ and g(Ex)cDj, ii=j, then we "push in" slightly on Bd (M) to obtain a smaller disk M' whose boundary intersects S in the endpoints of A. We flip M' end-overend, with A as the axis of rotation. Then because H'(EX) n A is the endpoints of A, and H'(BX) is an "outermost" arc, it is clear that there is a disk M0 in M such that the intersection of Bd (M0) and H'(S) is the endpoints of A, H'(EX) does not intersect M0, and H'(E¡)CM0, 2¿i£p. Then the induction hypothesis is satisfied by M0 and the nests H'(n(Et)) contained in M0.
The proof of Lemma 12 is complete.
Lemma 13. Let e be a positive number, and suppose that if G is a component of S n(Dx + A) a«c7 diam a(G) > e, then G<= A if and only if g(G)<= Dx.
Suppose Ex,..., An are components of S n (Dx + D2) none of which is contained in a nest «(G) where diam a(G) > e. Let e0 be the diameter of the largest nest arc among the nest arcs determined by Ex,..., En and suppose ex is a number such that every component F of S n (Dx + D2) has diameter less than ex, provided F n (J+ Y) c Y, and F is not a component of a nest n(G) where diam a(G) > e.
Then there is a homeomorphism 77: A3 -»■ A3 such that: Proof. We shall define a sequence of homeomorphisms Hx, H2, H3,... whose limit is the required homeomorphism H.
Suppose that, using Lemma 13, we have defined homeomorphisms Hx, ..., Hk such that for each n, l^n^k,
(1) Hn: E3 -» F3 and Hn(S)cE2.
(2) Hn = id on 7+ Fand 77n = id outside the fence over Cl (In (7)). We shall now define 77fc+1. Choose ßk+x<ßk to be a number such that (a) if G is a component of Sn(Dx + D2), Gn (7+ T)c y, and G intersects E(lj2k+1), then diam a(G)>/Sfc+1; and (b) if «(G) is a nest whose nest arc has diameter not less than l/2fc + 4, then diam a(F)>ßk+1 for some component F of «(G).
By an application of Lemma 13, we obtain a homeomorphism Hk+X: E3 -» F3 such that if F is a component of S n (Dx + D2), with diam a(F)>ßk+x, then Hk+ X(F)<=DX if and only if g(F)c A (by Theorem 6 there are only a finite number of components F of S n (A + A) such that diam a(F) > ßk+ x), and 77¿+j. satisfies conditions (l)-(4) of the inductive hypothesis. Condition (7) will be satisfied if we follow Hk+X by a homeomorphism hk+x: F3 -» F3 which takes the plane onto itself and which "squeezes" the components of Hk+x(S n (Dx + D2)) which are too large in toward their nest arcs. We may choose hk+x carefully enough so that if we let Hk+X = hk+X° Hk+X, then 77fc+1 has all the properties required by the inductive hypothesis.
This defines the sequence Hx, H2,.... Let 77=limn_0[) Hn.
Corollary 15. Let J be a simple closed curve in S and let g': S o Cl (In (7)) -* Cl (In (7)) be a homeomorphism such that g' = id on J. Suppose Cl (In (7)) = RX+ ■ ■ ■ + Rn, where Rx,..., Rn are disks with disjoint interiors, and2"= i Bd (F() is a connected l-complex in g'(S).
Then there is a homeomorphism H: E3 -»-F3 such that:
77= id outside the fence over Cl (In (J)), (3) 77= id outside an arbitrarily small neighborhood of Cl (In (7)), Theorem 18. Let S and S' be continuous curves in A2, and suppose S contains no separating points. Let g be a homeomorphism of S onto S'. Then there is a homeomorphism 77: A3 -»■ A3 such that H=g on S and 77 is realizable by an isotopy.
Proof. All homeomorphisms defined below can be chosen to be the identity outside some preassigned cube containing S and 5", and hence the final homeomorphism H may be realized by an isotopy.
By Corollary 15, we may assume that the boundary 7 of the unbounded complementary domain of 5" is the same as the boundary of the unbounded complementary domain of S, and that g=id on /.
We shall define a sequence of homeomorphisms whose limit is the required homeomorphism 77.
Suppose we have defined homeomorphisms Hx, H2,..., Hm such that for any «, 1 ¿ « g m, we have :
(1) Hn:E3^ F3, Hn(S)^E2, and 77n = id outside the fence over Cl (In (J)).
(2) Cl (In (7) ,) for some /, i = 1, 2,..., then g ° 77" \x)=hx(x), and (e) if x is a point of Hm(S) n A", and g ° Hñ1(x) e A( for some i, /= 1, 2,..., then hx(x) e A(. The existence of hx follows from Corollary 15 in the case where A^ A2,... is a finite sequence, or from Corollary 16 in the case where Rx, R2,..., is an infinite sequence.
We may assume that Dm2 *s contained in Rx. We then repeat the above procedure, with Ai in place of Rx, Dm2 in place of Dmi, and g oHñ1 °hx1 in place of g ° Hñ1.
We repeat the procedure a finite number of times, until we obtain a homeomorphism 77': A3 -» A3 and a subdivision of A?, so that:
where Ai, A2,... is a null sequence of disks with disjoint interiors such that An, n R'i= 0 for all i and j, l^i^q,j=l, 2,..., and Bd (R'j)<=S' for ;= 1, 2,.... If x is a point of 77m (5) A finite number of disks in the null sequence {Ai, A2,..., A2, A£,...} may intersect H' o 77(A(l/2m + 1)). We must subdivide further to eliminate these intersections. We may assume that A^ is the only disk in the sequence which intersects 77' o 7/m(A(l/2m + 1)).
Let Mx,..., Mr be the domains of E2 -H'° Hm(S) which are contained in A£ and which intersect 77' o An(A(l/2m+1)). By our choice of 8, the boundary of each Mh l^iSr, intersects Bd (A£) in at least two points. Hence, for each Mt, 1 úiúr, we may choose a pair of points pt, qt such that {ph a,} is contained in Bd (AA.) n Bd (Rm). 2. Enlarging cyclic elements. Suppose C is a nondegenerate cyclic element of S, and suppose F is a component of S-C. In 2 we shall demonstrate a way of moving S with a homeomorphism H, and then adding planar arcs Ax,..., An to the planar curve H(S) so that /7(C) and a certain part of /7(F) belong to the same cyclic element of H(S) + AX+ ■ ■ ■ +An. We shall do this in such a way that if 5" is a given planar homeomorphic image of S, then we can move S' with a homeomorphism //', and add planar arcs A'x,..., A'n to the planar curve H'(S') so that there is an extension of the natural homeomorphism of 77 (5) It is clear that if g is a simple closed curve in Gx °fx(S), and Gx °fix(J) is contained in Cl (In (Q)), then fix(J) is contained in Cl (In (G^g))).
Let GX(MXV) be the simple closed curve in Gx °fx(S) such that (a) G^Mi1') lies on the boundary of the complementary domain of Gx(fx(S) + Bd (A)) whose outer boundary is Bd (A), and (b) Gx °/i(7) is a subset of Cl (In (Gx(M{iy))). Then M^1' and Mx belong to different cyclic elements of /j(5) + Bd (A), and /1(7)<=Cl(In (A/i») ).
Suppose A/i1' and fx(J) belong to different cyclic elements of fx(S) + Bd (A)-Let C" be the cyclic element containing Mxv, and let F" be the component of fx(S) -C" whose closure contains/.(7). If F" intersects M[v, then, as above, we obtain a homeomorphism G2: E3-»-E3 which moves Gx °fx(J) out of In (GX(M[V) ).
We continue this process. It must terminate after a finite number of steps, however, because the simple closed curves Mx, M^, Mf,... Resuming the proof of Theorem 22, let M2 be the simple closed curve in f2(S) such that (a) M2 lies on the boundary of the complementary domain of f2(S) + Bd (A) whose outer boundary is Bd (A), and (b) /2(7) is contained in Cl (In (M2) ). Again, we may assume that either /2(7) and M2 belong to the same cyclic element of f2(S) + Bd (A), or if C is the cyclic element containing M2, then the closure of the component of f2(S) -C containing/2(7) does not intersect M2. As above we enlarge the cyclic element containing Bd (D'x) to include a new simple closed curve M', where, by Lemma 24, we may assume that G~1(M') contains/i(7) in the closure of its interior.
We continue the process. We must stop after a finite number of steps, however, because the simple closed curves Proof. It suffices to prove that Hx may be chosen to satisfy conditions (a) and (b). Hx is a finite composition of homeomorphisms of two types : the first type is the interchange of two disks which meet at a point; the second type is the interchange of two pinched annuli which meet along a simple closed curve.
It suffices to assume that 77i is a single homeomorphism of the first or second type. If Hx is a homeomorphism of the first type the proof is easy.
Suppose Hx is a homeomorphism of the second type. Let F and Ex be the disks such that the sum of the two pinched annuli which Hx interchanges is the pinched annulus Cl (E-Ex). Let p be the point Bd (F) n Bd (F,). Then Bd (E)-{p} misses fx(S), Ex -{/>} misses fx(S), and Hx(p) is a point of the cyclic element of cyclic element C¡ of St so that the components of St+X minus the enlarged cyclic element Ci+1 will have smaller maximum diameter than the components of St -C¡. In addition, we shall need some technical 8 and e conditions on the homeomorphisms {H} and {//¡} so that the limits H and 77' will be one-one functions.
Let SX = S, S'X = S', Hx = H'x = id.
Suppose we have defined homeomorphisms Hx, 772,..., Hm; H'x,..., H^, and continuous curves Sx,..., Sm; S'x,..., S¡" such that for each k,2^k^m,we have: (1) Hk and H'k map F3 onto F3, and Hk(S) + Hk(S') is contained in F2. Hence, by definition of Sm, H(x) ¥= H(y).
If neither x nor y is contained in 2(™ i Q, the proof that H(x) =i¿ 7i(>') is similar to the above.
Thus 77 and H' are homeomorphisms.
Sx is a continuous curve because Sx = S+JiiaLx H~\A^) where {H~\AX), H~\A2),...} is a null sequence of arcs each having an endpoint on S; G is a homeomorphism for the same reason. SK has no separating points because the components of Sn -Cn become arbitrarily small as « becomes large.
The proof of Theorem 27 is complete.
Theorem 28 (The Extension Theorem). Let S and S' be continuous curves in E2, and let g be a homeomorphism of S onto 5". FAe« there is a homeomorphism H of E3 onto E3 such that (a) H=g on S, and (b) H is realizable by an isotopy.
